NOTES:
1. TX6A SHIELDED MODULAR PLUG FOR USE WITH SHIELDED CATEGORY 6 OR CATEGORY 6A CABLES.
2. MATERIAL: SHIELDED HOUSING, LOAD BAR, DIVIDER, STRAIN COLLAR - POLYCARBONATE UL94V-0 RATED; PLUG SHIELD - C26000 CARTRIDGE BRASS; STRAIN RELIEF BOOT - BLACK TPE; CONTACT TERMINAL - PHOSPHOR BRONZE ELECTRO-POLISHED AND PLATED WITH .000050" MIN. GOLD IN MATING AREA.
3. PLUG ACCEPTS 4 PAIR CABLE WITH 23-24AWG SOLID AND STRANDED CONDUCTORS WITH A MAXIMUM OUTER JACKET OF .300" (7.62mm) AND MAXIMUM INSULATED CONDUCTOR DIAMETER OF .047" (1.19mm).
5. TERMINATED CONTACT HEIGHT DIMENSION: .237 ± .005".
6. DIMENSIONS IN PARENTHESES ARE Metric.

PANDUIT P/N | WEIGHT
--- | ---
SPS6X88-C | .47 LB/100 PCS (214 g/100 PCS)